ALASKA
HIT VOLUNTEER INSTRUCTOR OF THE YEAR AWARD
(Hunter Ed, Bowhunter, Muzzleloader, Rural, Lifetime Achievement)

Complete and return to:
Ginamaria Smith, ADF&G/HIT Program,
333 Raspberry Road
Anchorage, AK  99518-1565
Or fax to: (907) 267-2323

Must Be Postmarked By January 10, 2015

2014 NOMINATION FORM

The nominee must have made a significant contribution to the Hunter Information & Training Program in 2014. Anyone who has considerably advanced the cause of safe hunting on a voluntary basis through extraordinary service in training or education is eligible (HIT Staff, State Troopers, and current Steering Group members are not eligible.)

Contact HIT staff for teaching statistics and contact information.

For voluntary contributions to the HIT Program, I nominate the following person for the Alaska HIT Volunteer Instructor of the Year Award in the following disciplines:

Circle any that apply: Basic Hunter Ed Bowhunter Ed
Rural Instructor Muzzleloader Ed Lifetime Achievement

NAME: ______________________________________________________________________
ADDRESS: ___________________________________________________________________
CITY: __________________________________STATE: __Alaska__ ZIP: _________________
TELEPHONE: ________________________________________________________________

Nominated by:

NAME: ______________________________________________________________________
ADDRESS: ___________________________________________________________________
CITY: __________________________________STATE: __Alaska__ ZIP: _________________
TELEPHONE: ____________________________

<<<<<<<<<<< OVER >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
1. List nominee's Hunter Education activities in 2014; i.e., classes organized, courses taught, students certified, and recruitment of other workers or instructors (10 pts):

2. List nominee's outstanding Hunter Education work in the past; i.e., activities that show work beyond what is normally expected (8 pts):

3. What effort has the nominee made in promoting Hunter Education outside of normal classroom instruction? (10 pts):

4. List nominee's other organizational affiliations and/or activities related to Hunter Education and wildlife conservation (8 pts):

5. List any awards or recognition the nominee has received in the past for work in Hunter Education (8 pts):

6. List any work nominee has done with state or local governments or agencies to promote and encourage Hunter Education and the mission of the agency (10 pts):

7. List any innovative ideas, teaching techniques, or training aids the nominee has produced or uses in Hunter Education that could help other Instructors (8 pts):

8. What do you consider the most valuable contribution the candidate has made to Hunter Education? (10 pts)
   A. This past year, 2014:
   
   B. Since they have been a Hunter Education Instructor:

9. Briefly describe why you think this nominee is worthy of this award.